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Since the surveillance cameras have been widely used in public and the surveillance 
networks are everywhere, security in public has been largely improved. Meanwhile, 
the prevalence of the surveillance cameras produces the issues about how to 
effectively utilize the massive video data generated by the cameras, as well as mining 
valuable security information from the video data. One of the subsets of the issues, 
namely person re-identification, has become to an active research branch of the 
computer vision and attracted many researchers study on it. The task of the person 
re-identification is to locate identical pedestrians appeared in different cameras. It is a 
novel research topic with widespread applications, including track and locate suspects, 
search for lost children and ensure right owner get back his lost property. However, 
because of the variance in viewpoints, illumination, pedestrians’ pose and some of 
other factors, building a robust person re-identification algorithm in open-world is 
rather challenging. In this paper, we propose two algorithms, based on discriminative 
patches and multi-instance multi-label learning method respectively, to fix the person 
re-identification in closed short-term surveillance network. There are two main 
contributions of this paper:  
First, we define the discriminative region in a person’s image. Correspondingly, 
an adapted canopy-kmeans algorithm is proposed to evaluate the discriminability 
of image patches which form the discriminative regions. Besides, two strategies, 
in local image and in global gallery dataset, are proposed to filter out distractions. 
Finally, the true discriminative patches are employed to compute the similarity 
between two images, and then used to re-identify pedestrians.  
Second, we first introduce the multi-instance multi-label learning methods into 
re-identification, and hence we propose a framework of solving person 
re-identification by applying MIMLL. We employ two MIMLL methods, the 















detected attributes contribute to recognize different pedestrians.  
 
Although both discriminative patches and attributes are salient patterns in pedestrian 
images, the difference is that discriminative patches are patterns without semanteme 
while attributes are semantic patterns. We evaluate the two algorithms on two 
benchmark datasets, the VIPeR dataset and the PRID2011 dataset. Experiments on 
such two datasets show the competitive performance of the two proposed algorithms.  
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图 1.2 展示了一个由 6 个摄像头组成的开放视频监控网络，摄像头的编号从
CAMERA 1 到 CAMERA 6，与各摄像头相连的两条直线表示每个摄像头的视域
（Field of View），使用不同颜色的原点表示在场景中出现的行人。假定给出
CAMERA 2 下的视频数据，那么行人再识别的目标是根据 CAMERA 2 中出现的
行人，在其他摄像头中寻找到与之对应的行人。即已知 CAMERA 2 中的行人 2
和行人 3，需要寻找出 CAMERA 1 中所对应的行人 2 和行人 3。一般来说，我们
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